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Purpose: Intraocular lens (IOL) unfurling can be a rate-limiting step in cataract surgery, limiting operative efficiency. Furthermore, 
inefficient unfurling has important implications for clinical outcomes. We examine the effects of solution temperature on IOL 
unfurling time using three in vitro models of the ocular environment.
Methods: IOLs were injected into a 6-well plate filled with balanced salt solution (BSS), dispersive ophthalmic viscoelastic device 
(OVD), or cohesive OVD. Experiments were also performed in a plastic eye filled with dispersive or cohesive OVD. IOL unfurling 
time was recorded against the temperature of the respective solution.
Results: IOL unfurling time decayed exponentially as solution temperature increased in all experiments, including the BSS-filled 
6-well plate, the OVD-filled 6-well plate, and the OVD-filled plastic eye. IOLs failed to unfurl within 10 min at 10°C, below the glass 
transition temperature of the tested IOLs. Increasing solution temperature from 20°C to 30°C decreases IOL unfurling by greater than 
2 min. Further heating to 40°C did not significantly decrease IOL unfurling time.
Conclusion: Increased solution temperature rapidly decreases IOL unfurling time in vitro. IOLs do not unfurl within a clinically 
acceptable timeframe at or below their glass transition temperature. Increased BSS and/or OVD temperature may be a potential 
method to decrease IOL unfurling time in cataract surgery. However, future research is needed to elucidate potential con-
sequences of warmed BSS and/or OVD on post-operative outcomes. This study demonstrates the potential for temperature 
regulation to decrease cataract surgery operative time and provides preliminary evidence to justify future clinical validation of 
this relationship.

Plain Language Summary: During cataract surgery, a prosthetic intraocular lens (IOL) is inserted into the eye once the clouded lens 
is removed. The IOL must then unfurl before the procedure can proceed. When IOLs fail to unfurl or unfurl slowly, this can delay the 
operation and may even cause post-operative complications. Thus, we studied the effect temperature may have on IOL unfurling time 
to optimize this segment of the operation. 

We injected IOLs into solutions of saline (balanced salt solution) or ophthalmic viscoelastic device (OVD), two fluids injected 
into the eye during surgery. In both a well plate and a plastic eye, we found that increasing the temperature of the solution 
significantly affected IOL unfurling time. Specifically, heating the solution from refrigeration to room temperature decreased 
unfurling time from over 10 min to less than four. Heating to physiological temperature further decreased unfurling time to less 
than a minute. 

Our results show promise for potentially utilizing heated BSS and/or OVD to accelerate IOL unfurling and decrease cataract surgery 
operative time. 
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Introduction
Globally, cataracts are the prevailing cause of blindness in adults over 50 years of age.1 Cataract surgery, where 
a patient’s native, clouded lens is replaced with a prosthetic one, remains the only effective treatment for this disease. 
Cataract surgery is a highly optimized procedure, with few uncontrolled parameters. Surgeons have precise control over 
flow rate of irrigation fluid and intraocular pressure via phacoemulsification devices. However, surgeons currently lack 
temperature control of the ocular surgical environment. As a consequence, ocular temperature transiently drops during 
several segments of the operation.2

During cataract surgery, balanced salt solution (BSS) is used to irrigate the eye. BSS is used throughout the surgery, 
with periods of irrigation occurring in several segments of the procedure. Ophthalmic viscoelastic device (OVD) is 
a fluid used in cataract surgery to maintain structural support of the capsular bag containing the lens and to minimize 
damage to the endothelial cells lining the back of the cornea during phacoemulsification. OVD is typically injected into 
the eye at the beginning of the surgery and throughout the procedure as needed.

Following phacoemulsification, a folded intraocular lens (IOL) is injected into the eye. Once injected, the IOL must 
unfurl in order to be properly positioned, leaving surgeons waiting for the IOL to be planar before proceeding. IOL 
unfurling can take minutes, representing a substantial portion of the total surgical time. Further, extended unfurling time 
prevents effective IOL fixation, leading to rotation of the IOL and even dislocation into the vitreous cavity.3 Predictable 
unfurling is vital during the implantation of toric IOLs, when precise alignment of the optic is needed to restore optimal 
vision.4,5 Thus, parameters surrounding IOL unfurling represent an important clinical interest to minimize surgical time 
and operative costs while improving clinical outcomes.

Given the acrylic composition of hydrophobic IOLs, it is known that temperature significantly affects their material 
properties. In fact, a surgical technique6 was described as far as 1996 recommending direct heating of IOLs prior to 
injection. However, a rigorous study has not been conducted to investigate whether this method will accelerate IOL 
unfurling in modern IOLs, which is conducted here.

Previous work elucidated methods to accelerate IOL unfurling using warmed BSS and/or OVD, as they are the 
primary fluids present within the anterior chamber during IOL injection. Minami et al7 decreased IOL unfurling time by 
loading the injection cartridge with warmed OVD. Eom et al8 demonstrated the ability to accelerate unfurling time of 
prehydrated hydrophobic acrylic MX60 IOLs via injection of warmed OVD prior to IOL insertion. Less significant 
effects were seen with hydrophobic acrylic SN60AT and ZNB00 IOLs, which was attributed to their lower glass 
transition temperatures. However, these studies did not assess IOL unfurling in multiple types of OVD, with high trial 
counts, across a large temperature range, nor in multiple in vitro conditions. The present study will assess IOL unfurling 
across a broad range of solution temperatures, with decreased IOL re-usage, in both solutions of BSS, cohesive, and 
dispersive OVD, and in both unconstrained (well plate) and constrained (plastic eye) environments. Further, we will 
demonstrate how hydrophobic acrylic IOLs unfurl below their glass transition temperature, which has been shown to be 
in the range of 12.5°C to 15.5°C for the tested IOLs.9–11 Finally, this study will investigate whether temperatures above 
35°C may further minimize unfurling time. By exploring these additional factors, we aim to precisely quantify solution 
temperature on IOL unfurling kinetics, thereby providing a framework to accurately inform the minimal ocular 
temperature needed to minimize IOL unfurling in practice. This information may prove useful for informing future 
work to maintain ocular temperature during surgery, a point of discussion by Minami et al.2

Materials and Methods
This study is a benchtop study on the kinetics of IOL unfurling. Three in vitro models of the ocular environment were 
chosen with varied submersion fluid and spatial constraints. First, IOLs were injected into a 6-well plate filled with BSS 
(BSS Sterile Irrigating Solution, Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland) at various temperatures. BSS was used to assess the 
intrinsic temperature dependence of IOL unfurling kinetics independent of thermal changes to solution viscosity, as 
commonly observed with OVD. Second, IOLs were injected into a 6-well plate filled with OVD at various temperatures. 
This better simulates the fluid environment of cataract surgery, as the anterior chamber is typically filled with OVD upon 
IOL injection. These two experiments allowed IOLs to unfurl in a spatially unconstrained environment, permitting the 
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most uncomplicated evaluation of solution temperature effects on IOL unfurling time. Third, IOLs were injected into 
a plastic eye filled with OVD at various temperatures to introduce the spatial constraints expected during surgery.

Two methods of temperature modulation were examined. First, the IOL was directly heated via submersion in a water 
bath of constant temperature prior to injection. In subsequent experiments, the temperature of the solution into which the 
IOL was injected was modulated. Thus, both the effects of IOL temperature upon injection and the solution temperature 
were investigated for their effects on IOL unfurling time.

Unless otherwise specified, IOLs were loaded into a size D IOL cartridge using dispersive OVD (Viscoat, Alcon, 
Geneva, Switzerland), which was then placed into a size D IOL injector (Monarch III, Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland). The 
cartridge was filled with 0.20 mL of room temperature (22.8°C) OVD for each trial (N=4). The first haptic of the IOL 
was folded on top of the optic, and then the second haptic was tucked into the cartridge on top of the optic. The metal rod 
of the injector was rotated until the IOL reached the tip of the cartridge, and the IOL was retained in the injector for 1 
min prior to insertion. IOL unfurling was video recorded and shown to three independent blinded adjudicators, who 
determined start and stop time required for full IOL unfurling for each trial. The IOL was classified as fully unfurled 
when there was no curvature in the body of the IOL and the optic was planar (Figure S1). The true IOL unfurling time 
was taken as the average of the three reported times. See Supplementary Video for representative trials. If an IOL failed 
to unfurl in 10 min, the adjudicators capped the trial at this time (600s) and “IOL failed to unfurl” was noted. As the 
entire duration of a cataract surgery often lasts less than this time, unfurling times over 10 min are not clinically relevant. 
In such a scenario, clinicians would reasonably intervene with surgical manipulation under this circumstance. Each IOL 
was used twice. A paired-sample t-test was performed across all experiments, which demonstrated that IOLs could be 
reliably used twice, as there were no statistically significant differences in unfurling time between two consecutive uses 
of the same IOL. IOLs were kept within 3.5 diopters in each experiment (see Table S1 for descriptive statistics of IOL 
diopters used in each experiment). Of note, additional experimentation demonstrated that IOL diopter does not affect 
unfurling time in vitro (Figure S2).

IOL Unfurling Following Pre-Heating of Lens
In the initial study, toric IOLs (AcrySof SA6AT3, Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland) were submerged in a water bath at 10°C, 
20°C, 30°C, or 40°C for 5 min prior to cartridge loading and injection into a 6-well plate filled with BSS at constant room 
temperature (22°C). IOLs were not retained in the injector for 1 min to minimize heat loss prior to injection. Mean time 
from exit of heat bath to injection was 59s (SD 10.6). In all subsequent experiments, IOL temperature was constant 
(22°C) prior to injection, while the temperature of the solution upon injection was modulated.

IOL Unfurling in Heated BSS
Toric, monofocal, and multifocal IOLs (AcrySof SA6AT3, AcrySof IQ SN60WF, AcrySof IQ ReSTOR +3.0 D SN6AD1, 
Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland) were injected into a 6-well plate filled with BSS at 10°C, 20°C, 30°C, or 40°C.

IOL Unfurling in Heated OVD
Toric and monofocal IOLs (AcrySof SA6AT3, AcrySof IQ SN60WF, Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland) were injected into a 6-well 
plate filled with either dispersive or cohesive OVD (Viscoat, ProVisc, Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland) at 10°C, 20°C, 30°C, or 
40°C. At room temperature, injection cartridge was filled with the corresponding OVD of that experiment.

IOL Unfurling in OVD-Filled Plastic Eye
Toric IOLs (AcrySof SA6AT3, Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland) were injected into a Kitaro Easy Eye (Frontier Vision, 
Hyogo, Japan), a plastic eye model, for simulation of the spatial constraints of cataract surgery (Figure 1). The anterior 
chamber was filled with refrigerated, operating room temperature, or physiological temperature OVD immediately prior 
to IOL injection. This better simulates the environment of the eye in surgery, where OVD often occupies the majority of 
the volume of the capsular bag during IOL injection and unfurling. Both dispersive and cohesive OVDs (Viscoat, 
ProVisc, Alcon, Geneva, Switzerland) were used, and the injection cartridge was filled with the corresponding room 
temperature OVD (22°C) of that experiment.
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Statistical Analysis
Unless otherwise noted, differences in IOL unfurling times between temperatures in an experiment were calculated using one- 
way ANOVAs with Tukey posttests to calculate pair-wise significance (assessed at the 0.05 level). Conditions where IOLs 
failed to unfurl were not included in these calculations. When shown, IOL unfurling time was plotted against solution 
temperature. For the resulting distributions, various linear, power, and exponential models were compared to determine an 
optimal fit (OriginPro 2022b, OriginLab, Northampton, MA). An exponential model was optimized for each distribution. 
Significance was assessed by comparing the fitted function against a function of constant IOL unfurling time at the 0.05 level.

Results
When IOLs were pre-heated in a water bath, loaded, and injected into BSS at room temperature, there were no significant 
differences in unfurling time at any of the tested temperatures (10°C, 20°C, 30°C, or 40°C), which spans the reasonable 
temperature range expected for supplies in an operating room (Figure S3).

When IOLs were injected into BSS at various temperatures, a strong negative and exponential relationship was observed 
between IOL unfurling time and temperature. At 10°C, IOLs failed to unfurl within 10 min in all trials across all tested IOL 
types (N=4). Heating from 20°C to 30°C significantly decreased mean unfurling times for toric (172s to 16s), monofocal 
(187s to 9s) and multifocal (155s to 11s) IOLs (P < 0.01). However, further heating to 40°C did not significantly decrease 
unfurling times, with a mean unfurling time of 7s, 5s, and 5s for toric, monofocal, and multifocal IOLs, respectively 
(Figure 2A–C). This distribution was best described by an exponential function (Figure 2D). These functions predict IOL 
unfurling times ranging from 156s to 187s at 20°C, 9s to 17s at 30°C, and 0.5s to 1.6s at 40°C. These functions were 
extrapolated to predict the true unfurling time at 10°C, falling between 30 min and 1 h. See Table S2 for detailed function 

Figure 1 Plastic eye model set-up. (A) The plastic eye was placed under a surgical microscope for filming. (B) An incision was made at the base of the cornea. (C) The 
anterior chamber was filled with either dispersive or cohesive OVD at the desired temperature. (D) The IOL was injected and unfurling was recorded for review by three 
independent blinded adjudicators. 
Abbreviations: OVD, ophthalmic viscoelastic device; IOL, intraocular lens.

Figure 2 IOL unfurling time decreases exponentially with increased solution temperature independent of optic type. (A) Toric, (B) monofocal, and (C) multifocal IOLs were 
injected into a 6-well plate filled with a solution of BSS at various temperatures. (D) Exponential regressions (N = 12, P < 0.001) for toric (R2 = 0.731), monofocal (R2 = 
0.986), and multifocal (R2 = 0.967) IOLs using points at 20°C, 30°C, and 40°C. ^IOLs failed to unfurl within ten-minute time cap at 10°C. **P < 0.01. ***P < 0.001. 
Abbreviations: ns, not significant; IOL, intraocular lens; BSS, balanced salt solution.
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descriptions. The results of this experiment are visually represented in Figure 3. One-way ANOVA with Tukey posttest 
demonstrated no difference in unfurling time between the three optic types at each temperature.

A similar distribution resulted when IOLs were injected into a 6-well plate filled with OVD (Figure 4A–D). Again, 
IOLs failed to unfurl within 10 min at 10°C in all trials (N=4) under all conditions. Heating from 20°C to 30°C 
significantly decreased mean unfurling times for toric IOLs in dispersive (290s to 22s) and cohesive OVD (152s to 28s) 
and monofocal IOLs in dispersive (196s to 18s) and cohesive OVD (191s to 29s) (P < 0.01). Further heating to 40°C did 
not significantly decrease unfurling times for toric IOLs in dispersive (35s) and cohesive OVD (12s) nor monofocal IOLs 
in dispersive (22s) and cohesive OVD (12s). Fitted exponential functions predict IOL unfurling times ranging from 152s 
to 290s at 20°C, 23s to 31s at 30°C, and 2.6s to 6s at 40°C (Figure 4E). See Table S2 for detailed function descriptions.

Finally, a plastic eye was filled with OVD at refrigeration temperature, operating at room temperature, or physiolo-
gical temperature prior to the insertion of an IOL. IOLs injected into a plastic eye filled with refrigerated OVD failed to 

Figure 3 Representative IOL unfurling in BSS solution. In all trials, IOLs failed to unfurl at 10°C within 10 minutes. Average IOL unfurling time in BSS across toric, 
monofocal, and multifocal lenses was under 200s at 20°C, 20s at 30°C, and 7s at 40°C. Displayed: multifocal IOLs. 
Abbreviations: IOL, intraocular lens; BSS, balanced salt solution.
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Figure 4 IOL unfurling time decreases exponentially with increased OVD temperature. IOLs were injected into a 6-well plate filled with OVD at various temperatures, 
including toric IOLs in (A) dispersive and (B) cohesive OVD, and monofocal IOLs in (C) dispersive and (D) cohesive OVD. (E) Exponential regressions (N = 12, P < 0.0001) 
for toric IOLs in dispersive OVD (R2 = 0.738), toric IOLs in cohesive OVD (R2 = 0.961), monofocal IOLs in dispersive OVD (R2 = 0.866), and monofocal IOLs in cohesive 
OVD (R2 = 0.962) using points at 20°C, 30°C, and 40°C. ^IOLs failed to unfurl within ten-minute time cap at 10°C. **P < 0.01. ***P < 0.001. 
Abbreviations: ns, not significant; IOL, intraocular lens; OVD, ophthalmic viscoelastic device.
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unfurl within 10 min in two of four trials in dispersive OVD and in all trials (N=4) in cohesive OVD. A two-sample t-test 
revealed significant decreases in IOL unfurling time when OVD at physiological temperature is used rather than OVD at 
operating room temperature (Figure 5A and B) (P < 0.01). This held true for both dispersive (133s to 42s) and cohesive 
(200s to 36s) OVD. Characteristic samples from this experiment are represented in Figure 6.

Discussion
This study aims to quantify the effect of temperature on IOL unfurling time. First, pre-heating of IOLs prior to injection 
was investigated as a method to modulate IOL unfurling time. However, this method proved ineffective at significantly 
modulating IOL unfurling time, even when time from heating to injection was minimized to a mean of less than 1 min. 
Several factors contributed to this distribution. First, during IOL loading and insertion, the IOL was able to exchange heat 
with the atmosphere, moderating its final temperature upon insertion. Finally, upon IOL insertion, the temperature of the 
solution rapidly warmed or cooled the lens to the surrounding temperature, mitigating the effects of pre-heating. This 
lack of significant changes in IOL unfurling time occurred despite this maximally optimized scenario. Translationally, it 
could not be reasonably expected for an IOL to be removed from a heating environment, loaded into an IOL, and injected 
into a patient’s eye in less than 1 min with reliability or safety. Thus, pre-heating the IOL presents an ineffective and 
impractical method to modulate IOL unfurling time.

However, it has been demonstrated in multiple models that the temperature of the solution upon IOL injection 
significantly affects IOL unfurling time in vitro. Specifically, IOL unfurling time can be significantly decreased by 
increasing the temperature of the fluid environment. This relationship held true across multiple IOL types, in solutions of 
BSS, dispersive OVD, or cohesive OVD, and in both spatially constrained and unconstrained environments. The first two 
models conducted in a 6-well plate allowed for precise quantification of this relationship, as temperature could be more 
precisely controlled and measured. Further, additional variables, such as contact with the edges of the anterior chamber 
and other variability introduced from injection technique, could be minimized. These experiments demonstrated similar 
distributions of exponential decay from a regression of IOL unfurling time versus solution temperature (P < 0.001). Due 
to the exponential nature of these results, significant decreases in IOL unfurling time occurred when warming from low 
temperatures. However, increments starting at higher temperatures, such as increases from 30°C to 40°C, led to minimal 

Figure 5 IOL unfurling time in a (A) dispersive and (B) cohesive OVD-filled plastic eye. Temperatures reflect OVD temperatures upon injection of OVD and subsequent insertion 
of IOL. #IOLs failed to unfurl in ten-minute time cap at 10°C for two trials. ^IOLs failed to unfurl in ten-minute time cap at 10°C for all trials. **P < 0.01. ***P < 0.001. 
Abbreviations: IOL, intraocular lens, OVD, ophthalmic viscoelastic device.
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decreases in unfurling time. Thus, increases in solution temperature from cooler temperatures have the greatest impact on 
IOL unfurling time in vitro. The final model, utilizing a plastic eye, allowed for the most realistic re-creation of the 
surgical workflow. OVD was removed from refrigeration, at room temperature, or at physiological temperature, and the 
three most common temperature conditions for surgical materials in the OR were injected into a modeled anterior 
chamber prior to IOL injection. In this scenario, OVD temperature could not be precisely monitored following injection 
into the plastic eye, allowing only general trends to be observed. However, an analogous relationship was observed, with 
IOLs often failing to unfurl within 10 min when refrigerated OVD was used. Further, significant decreases in unfurling 
time were demonstrated when physiological temperature OVD, rather than operating room temperature OVD, was used. 
Unsurprisingly, this experiment saw greater variability in results due to the introduced spatial restriction. For example, 
IOLs injected near edges of the anterior chamber may be slower to unfurl, while IOLs may slide against the edge of the 
anterior chamber during injection, accelerating unfurling. This variability would be expected clinically, but also high-
lights the importance of the previous 6-well plate studies as the simplest model with the fewest confounding variables.

Of note, all IOLs were at room temperature (22°C) upon loading and injection (apart from the first experiment, which 
modulated IOL temperature prior to injection). Thus, changes to IOL unfurling kinetics were due to in situ heating or 
cooling of the IOL by the fluid in which the IOL was injected into. A second contributor to decaying IOL unfurling rates 
is changes in solution viscosity with temperature. This was not a large contributor in the BSS model but was certainly an 
important factor in the OVD-filled 6-well plate and plastic eye models, as OVD viscosity is known to vary greatly across 
the temperature range of our experiments.

We have consistently demonstrated that solutions at 10°C or below significantly hamper the ability for IOLs to unfurl 
in a clinically acceptable timeframe. This supported our hypothesis, as 10°C is below the glass transition temperature of 
the tested IOLs. Thus, the IOLs existed in a solid, glassy state, rather than the flexible, rubbery state observed above their 
glass transition temperature.

Figure 6 Representative IOL unfurling in OVD-filled plastic eye. IOLs often failed to unfurl within 10 minutes using refrigerated OVD. Average IOL unfurling time in across 
dispersive and cohesive OVD was under 200s using operating room temperature OVD and under 45s using physiological temperature OVD. Displayed: cohesive OVD. 
Abbreviations: IOL, intraocular lens; OVD, ophthalmic viscoelastic device.
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Further, increasing solution temperature from 20°C to 30°C decreases IOL unfurling time on the scale of minutes. 
Heating above 30°C may further accelerate IOL unfurling time, as our results showed trends in that direction, but this 
was not significant with the given sample size. Thus, we predict that utilizing BSS and/or OVD largely above 30°C will 
not accelerate IOL unfurling time with large clinical significance. This is demonstrated by our fitted functions, which 
predict IOL unfurling times ranging from 9s to 31s at 30°C and from 0.5s to 6s at 40°C.

Reductions in IOL unfurling time from increased solution temperature hold significant clinical relevance, as cataract 
surgeries are otherwise extremely efficient, often lasting only 10 min. When IOLs fail to efficiently unfurl, this is an idle 
part of surgery that remains one of few unoptimized segments of the entire procedure. Thus, decrease in IOL unfurling 
time by even 30s represents a 5% decrease in surgical time.

However, a key limitation of our study is its in vitro method. Although we successfully assessed the kinetics of IOL 
unfurling using a benchtop study with minimized confounding variables, cataract surgery introduces several additional 
considerations. While new BSS and OVD are introduced into the eye throughout the surgery, patients’ body temperature 
may contribute to the temperature of the solution the IOL is injected into. Well-plate and plastic eye models were selected 
to allow for precise assessment of IOL unfurling kinetics, but there may be additional IOL interactions with the anatomy 
of the eye, particularly the capsular bag, in clinical settings. Environmental factors could be accounted for if testing is 
repeated ex vivo in porcine or cadaver eyes. Given these in vitro limitations, our results cannot be precisely generalized 
to the surgical environment. However, consistent results between experiments show reasonable support for an exponen-
tial distribution between IOL unfurling time and solution temperature across IOL and solution types and lead us to expect 
a similar distribution exists in other potential models.

Other potential variables affecting IOL unfurling time remain to be investigated. Surgeons have additional methods at 
their disposal to accelerate IOL unfurling when desired, including direct BSS irrigation onto the surface of the IOL as 
well as bimanual pulling of the IOL haptics. Further, it remains to be investigated whether filling the IOL injector with 
warmed OVD7 or injecting warmed OVD directly into the eye8 will have greater consequences on IOL unfurling time. 
Finally, the consequences of how tightly the optic is wrapped within the injector prior to injection were not investigated 
for its effect on unfurling time.

This study is not representative of IOLs from multiple manufacturers. Further, although multiple IOL types (toric, 
monofocal, multifocal) were used, our results only describe the unfurling kinetics of acrylic hydrophobic IOLs. 
Specifically, only Alcon AcrySof IOLs were tested. Although the AcrySof material is currently being phased-out, the 
vast majority of IOLs in use in the United States are similarly hydrophobic acrylic.12,13 As of 2021, 79% of surgeons 
preferred the two leading acrylic hydrophobic monofocal IOLs for most cases. In the same year, 58% of surgeons 
preferred the AcrySof material for toric IOLs, with hydrophobic acrylic being the preferred material for virtually 100% 
of surgeons.14 In 2023, AcrySof IOLs remain the lens of choice for premium, non-premium, presbyopic, toric, and 
monofocal applications.15 Furthermore, Eom et al8 found no difference in the unfurling kinetics between their two tested 
dry-packaged hydrophobic acrylic IOLs, which can be attributed to their glass transition temperatures within 1°C. 
Another study11 found the glass transition temperatures of five leading dry-packaged hydrophobic acrylic IOLs to be 
within 4°C. More recent IOLs are largely made of the same materials, and we expect similar trends would emerge.

Despite these limitations, the results of this study warrant further investigation into the potential for increasing the 
temperature of surgical disposables as a method to decrease IOL unfurling time and thereby decrease operative time. 
A prospective clinical study is needed to answer this question, and potential consequences on surgical outcomes should 
be assessed. Notably, several studies have shown the potential benefit of cold BSS in protecting the corneal 
endothelium16 and macula17 during phacoemulsification. Thus, it may be optimal for warm OVD and/or BSS to be 
used only following phacoemulsification and during IOL injection, when a clinical benefit from accelerated IOL 
unfurling may be seen. Based on the results of this study, we hypothesize that the following trends would be replicated 
in surgery. Often, OVD and BSS are injected into the eye below operating room temperature. We expect to see the largest 
decreases in IOL unfurling time when these disposables are brought to operating room temperature. Accelerated IOL 
unfurling would occur with increased heating until approximately 30°C. Further heating, such as to physiological 
temperature, would lead to only small decreases in IOL unfurling time.
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While rapid unfurling may introduce a risk of trapping OVD within the capsular bag, higher temperatures decrease 
OVD viscosity, making it easier to remove without the need for extensive manipulation.18 Warm OVD has already been 
demonstrated to have potential positive effects in reducing surgical time.8 Conducting additional investigations to better 
understand the effects of temperature on other surgical metrics, such as corneal edema and endothelial cell function, may 
help create insights into ways to improve surgical outcomes via temperature modulation.

Conclusion
Our results provide preliminary evidence into the potential for temperature regulation to benefit cataract surgery 
procedures, namely a potential decrease in surgical time. Bringing OVD and/or BSS to 30°C or higher during or 
surrounding IOL injection may result in minimized unfurling times. However, a scarce number of studies regarding the 
clinical relevance of temperature in the ocular environment during cataract surgery exist. Further research into varying 
this parameter for application in cataract surgery may prove insightful for optimizing the procedure and improving 
outcomes.
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